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fixed position rotating sootblower
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fixed position rotating sootblower
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The G9B sootblower is designed to remove ash deposits from tube sur fac es
in sta tion ary boilers, marine boilers, waste heat boilers and direct-fired
oil- heaters where gas temperature zones inside the boiler permit a fixed
cleaning element. The G9B may also be used for cleaning low-tempera ture
gas zones in large boil ers, in cluding reheaters, economizers and gas
re cir cu lation and pre cipi tator ducts.
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With built in adjustable pressure control for individual blowing pressure
set tings, the G9B ef fectively and efficiently removes ash deposits from tube
surfaces using a multi-nozzled, fixed rotating cleaning element.
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A multi-nozzled element is used in a lane blowing or
mass blowing configuration for complete cleaning of
the boiler tube surface area. Three element materials
are available for different temperature requirements.
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The G9B blower requires only one operation to rotate
the blowing element and simultaneously open and
close the supply valve. The G9B can be configured
to operate with an electric motor, chain (manual), or
crank.
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Where differential expansion between the tube bank
and boiler wall exceeds 16mm, a self-adjusting
flex ible element connection prevents the element from
be ing stressed, thus decreasing element breakage and
war page. The head is rig idly bolted to the wallbox,
with the element moving free ly.
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A floater mounted head is used when less than
16mm dif fer ential expansion takes place between the
boil er wall and boiler. The floater provides for pip ing
ex pan sion and eliminates element binding from pip ing
strain.
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All ar rangements provide for longitudinal adjust ment
of the blowing element - for nozzle/tube spacing
align ment.
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When manually operated heads are located within
reach of the floor or gallery, the sheave wheel and
operating chain can be replaced by a forged steel
crank.
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Built-In Adjustable Pressure Control permits
individual blowing pressure settings that meet
optimum installation requirements.
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Positive Gear Drive Direct from motor,
chain wheel, or hand crank.
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Cam-and-Trigger operation provides
flexibility of blowing control, allowing the
blowing arc to be changed at any time by
altering the cam length.
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Positive Action Poppet Valve, with direct
mechanical actuation, provides reliable, full
stroke opening and closing.
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Specifications
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Cleaning Coverage
(Element Length)

Normally to 4600mm for field erected boilers and to 6100mm for
package boil ers.
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Element Rotation Speed

Approximately 2.5 RPM.
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Element Materials

Carbon Steel 0-482ᲇ
㲝㸋0-482ᲇ᷍
Stainless Steel 483-871ᲇ
⤜㿃㸋483-871ᲇ᷍
⫛㕆䄢⼰㆑㸋871-1038ᲇ᱄Dialoy 872-1038ᲇ
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Blowing Revolutions

A choice of one or two per blowing cycle.
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Blowing Medium Valve

Diamond Power poppet valve, mechanically operated.
YSR-6324 B5, 0.18KW, 1400 RPM, 380V, 3P.
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Motor Data

Class F insulation, IP54 or other voltages and frequencies
available.
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Limit Switches

Enclosed in control box suitable for outdoor service.
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Motor Starter

May be blower-mounted or located remotely in a separate or
com mon cabinet.
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Blower Mounting
Arrangements

With blowing medium inlet horizontal to right or left, vertically
down or 45 de grees either side of vertical.
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Pressure Control

DPMH standard internal adjustment disc.
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Blowing Arc

90~335ᲄ
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Drive Type

Electric or manual.
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Miscellaneous Information
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Blower can be operated from local push button in addition to
auto matic op era tion from a control panel. Blower suitable for
hori zontal or vertical in stal lation.
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Electric motor or manual drive
options.
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Element material and
nozzle set size/spacing is
engineered to easy application.
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Mounting arrangements
engineered to accommodate boiler
expansion and external pressure.
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Reliable, proven design. An industry standard. Hundreds of
thousands sold over 60 years.

www.diamondpower.com.cn
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The information contained herein is solely for informational purposes and is not offered, nor should it be
construed, as a warranty or contractual obligation. Diamond Power Machine (Hubei) Co. Inc. reserves the right
to make design or material changes without notice.
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Diamond Power Machine (Hubei) Co. Inc. (DPMH) is a wholly-owned Diamond Power
International Inc. (DPII) company located in China, founded in 1987.
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Diamond Power International, Inc. is a globally acknowledged market leader in all aspects
of boiler cleaning and ash handling. For more than 100 years, DPII has consistently
provided innovative technologies for power generation, pulp & paper and industrial boiler
designs, proven to solve the most difficult plant challenges while delivering promised
benefits. Diamond Power is headquartered in Lancaster, Ohio, U.S. with more than 80 field
sales, service support, distribution and manufacturing locations worldwide.
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For more than a century: Trusted for Experience. Preferred for Performance.SM
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